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Abstract
Visual systems break scenes down into individual features, processed in distinct channels, and then selectively
recombine those features according to the demands of particular behavioral tasks. In primates, for example, there
are distinct pathways for motion and form processing. While form vision utilizes color information, motion
pathways receive input from only a subset of cone photoreceptors and are generally colorblind. To explore the link
between early channeling of visual information and behavioral output across vertebrate species, we measured the
chromatic inputs to the optomotor response of larval zebrafish. Using cone-isolating gratings, we found that there is
a strong input from both red and green cones but not short-wavelength cones, which nevertheless do contribute to
another behavior, phototaxis. Using a motion-nulling method, we measured precisely the input strength of gratings
that stimulated cones in combination. The fish do not respond to gratings that stimulate different cone types out of
phase, but have an enhanced response when the cones are stimulated together. This shows that red and green cone
signals are pooled at a stage before motion detection. Since the two cone inputs are combined into a single
‘luminance’ channel, the response to sinusoidal gratings is colorblind. However, we also find that the relative
contributions of the two cones at isoluminance varies with spatial frequency. Therefore, natural stimuli, which
contain a mixture of spatial frequencies, are likely to be visible regardless of their chromatic composition.
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Introduction

In primates, a strong input to motion detection comes through
a luminance channel that pools cone inputs. Chromatic inputs are
much weaker, and may be processed through a distinct motion
detection system ~Lu et al., 1999!. The reasons behind this filtering
strategy are unclear. Perhaps, because trichromatic color vision is
a relatively recent development in primates ~Yokoyama & Radlwimmer, 2001!, the motion pathway has not had enough evolutionary time to incorporate the new color-coding circuits, a
reasonable explanation for primates, but not for fish and other
vertebrates. Alternatively, a single, highly sensitive luminance
channel may help to keep computation times short, increasing the
likelihood of escaping predators or catching prey. If this is correct,
we would expect a similar trend in the visual systems of phylogenetically diverse species. Indeed, the action spectra of motion
detection by various animals, ranging from insects to vertebrates,
are shifted toward longer wavelengths and lack color-opponent
channels ~Kaiser, 1974; Schaerer & Neumeyer, 1996!, although
these types of measurements cannot necessarily rule out contributions from less sensitive or less-abundant photoreceptor types.
In this paper, we have set out to investigate the computations
that underlie motion processing by larval zebrafish. Zebrafish lend
themselves to a comparative approach, because red0green color
vision evolved independently in fish and primates ~Nathans et al.,
1986; Yokoyama & Radlwimmer, 2001!, and there are striking
differences in the organization of cones and of chromatic processing in the fish and primate retinas ~Daw, 1967!. We have employed

Visually guided behaviors require the integration of many features
of the visual environment, but the vertebrate retina starts by
parsing a scene into separate features. Early on, photoreceptors
sort by wavelength ~Marks et al., 1964; Marc & Sperling, 1977!,
while bipolar cells sort increments and decrements of light ~Werblin & Dowling, 1969!. From behavioral and electrophysiological
investigations, we can deduce that these channels are then used
selectively in parts of the brain specialized for particular tasks
~Livingstone & Hubel, 1988!. A prominent example is human
motion perception, which receives stronger inputs from long- ~L!
and middle-wavelength ~M! cones than from short-wavelength ~S!
cones ~Wandell et al., 1999!. This could be explained by the fact
that L and M cones greatly outnumber S cones in the primate retina
~Marc & Sperling, 1977!, and therefore provide more useful
information about moving stimuli. Alternatively, there may be a
deeper, ecological reason for the dominance of L and M cone
inputs. Moving objects are defined by reflected light, which contains a smaller proportion of short wavelengths than direct light
~Pichaud et al., 1999!.
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the fishes’ innate tendency to swim with perceived motion, a reflex
called the “optomotor response” ~OMR!, as an indicator of what
moving stimuli zebrafish see in their environment ~Orger et al.,
2000; Maaswinkel & Li, 2003!. Using stimuli targeting specific
cone types ~Chichilnisky et al., 1993!, we find that in zebrafish, as
in humans ~Wandell et al., 1999; Ruppertsberg et al., 2003!,
motion detection is dominated by a luminance channel, which
pools L and M cone signals. Although short-wavelength cones do
not contribute to the OMR, they provide a major input to another
visually guided swimming behavior, phototaxis. We further show
that, while drifting sinusoidal gratings that equally stimulate both
the L and M cones out of phase do not elicit an OMR, the cones’
relative contributions to motion, and consequently their isoluminance ratios, vary with spatial frequency. Therefore, moving natural patterns, which contain multiple spatial frequencies, may
always contain some luminance information.
Materials and methods
Fish rearing
Larvae were bred from crosses of adult TL strain zebrafish. They
were raised on a 14:10 h light:dark cycle, with lights coming on at
8 am. Behavioral testing always took place between 1 pm and 6 pm
on day 7 postfertilization.
Movie design
Movies were created in Matlab, using the Psychophysics Toolbox
extensions ~Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997!, and shown on a computer
monitor ~832 ! 624 pixels, 75 Hz! using a Macintosh G3 computer. The spectral output of the monitor was measured using a
CS-1000 spectroradiometer ~Minolta, USA! at 1-nm intervals
between 380 and 780 nm. The relative strength and gamma
function of the three color channels was checked regularly with a
LS-100 light meter ~Minolta, USA!. The cone sensitivities were
estimated as in Hughes et al. ~1998!, and the sensitivity of each
cone to each color channel was estimated by taking the scalar
product of the cone sensitivity and the monitor’s color channel
spectrum. Since there are four cones and three monitor channels,
we cannot find color directions isolating all of the cone types.
However, after minimizing UV cone activation using a wholescreen filter, it was possible to find two color directions which
isolated the red and green cones well, and a third which would only
be visible to the blue and UV cones.
Movie presentation
For each experiment, 12 shallow, 305-mm long, acrylic tanks
containing approximately 50 larvae each were placed on the
screen. Before and after the presentation of each stimulus, still
photographs of the tanks were taken using a Nikon Coolpix 3
Megapixel digital camera, controlled by Matlab via serial commands ~Orger et al., 2004!. All the sinusoidal gratings used in this
study except in Figures 4C– 4D have a wavelength of 56 mm and
a temporal frequency of 0.93 Hz. The distribution of the fish was
analyzed using custom macros in NIH Image. The difference in the
average position of the fish after a rightward and a leftward
presentation of a stimulus is a measure of the strength of that
stimulus, which we call the optomotor index ~OMI!. The responses
in this study are normalized to the response to the red cone grating
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in Fig. 1B, and an OMI of 1 therefore means that there is an
average difference of 19.5 cm in the position of larvae after the two
different presentations of a stimulus.
Results
To investigate which of the four cone photoreceptors provide input
to the OMR, we created colored gratings designed to isolate
specific cone types ~Chichilnisky et al., 1993!. Seven-day-old
zebrafish have four cone types ~Branchek & Bremiller, 1984!,
classified as red, green, blue, and UV sensitive ~Nawrocki et al.,
1985; Robinson et al., 1993!, but rod function has not yet developed ~Branchek, 1984!. The four cones form an orderly mosaic
~Branchek & Bremiller, 1984!, so ratios of cone types are fixed
from fish to fish, unlike primates ~Marc & Sperling, 1977!, and
cone density is approximately uniform across the retina. We used
three color directions, one targeting the red cones, one the green,
and one for the blue and UV cones. Seven-day-old larvae respond
vigorously to red and green cone-isolating gratings drifting across
the computer monitor, but do not respond to blue0UV gratings
~Figs. 1A & 1B!. This shows that red0green double cones provide
the dominant input to the OMR. This result is particularly striking
in the light of observations that blue and UV cones are much more
sensitive to light at this age than green or red cones, based on
electroretinogram ~ERG! measurements ~Saszik et al., 1999!.
The conclusion that the OMR is selective for particular visual
channels would not be valid if functional blue and UV cone
pathways did not exist at this age, or if the stimuli we used were
not in fact visible to the fish. We have ruled out both of these
possibilities by looking at cone inputs to another behavior, phototaxis. Stationary gradients ~Fig. 1A! were presented to the fish,
using the same colors and contrasts as the moving gratings in the
previous experiment. The fish swim towards the brighter half of
the screen for all three stimuli ~Fig. 1C!, demonstrating that the
blue0UV-targeted stimulus is visible and can elicit a behavioral
response from the fish.
While sinusoidal gratings are useful tools for analyzing motion
responses, it is important to know whether the results we see hold
for more diverse stimuli. Moving edges are a common feature of
natural scenes, so we asked whether the fish would respond to
isolated moving edges, using stimuli in which the screen changed
from one color to another via a “wipe” ~Fig. 2A!. The edges were
designed to be cone isolating, and were defined as on or off edges,
depending on whether the light falling on the particular cone type
was increased or decreased after the edge had passed. After the
edge had passed across the screen, the movie repeated. Obviously,
such a movie contains both on and off components, but motion
direction is only conveyed through one channel. The output of the
cones in the retina is transmitted through bipolar cells. Bipolar
cells can be classified as on and off cells on the basis of their
responses to increments and decrements of light ~Werblin &
Dowling, 1969!. Having discovered which cones contribute to the
OMR, we can ask whether both types of bipolar cells contribute.
Fig. 2B shows the responses of larvae to different on and off
edges at the start of testing. The fish respond equally well to both
red and green on and off edges at both time points, indicating that
both on and off pathways contribute to the response. Initially, we
also see responses to blue0UV on and off edges, although in
opposite directions. Remarkably, the response to the on stimulus is
in the opposite direction to stimulus motion. Because over time, in
these wipe stimuli, one side of the screen is, on average, brighter
than the other, just like the stationary gradients we used to assess
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Fig. 1. Responses of zebrafish larvae to cone-isolating stimuli. ~A! Time0
space schematics of the stimuli used in this figure. On the left is a drifting
sinusoidal grating, which elicits an OMR, and on the right is a stationary
gradient that elicits phototaxis. ~B! The distance swum by larvae in
response to three cone-isolating sinusoidal gratings. Between each stimulus
presentation the fish are brought back to the center of the tank by a high
contrast converging sine-wave grating. The contrast in each case was
calculated to be 70% for the isolated cone. A mean color was calculated
for each case that allowed this contrast to be achieved. The error bars
show standard error of the mean ~SEM! ~n ! 9 batches of 25–50 fish!.
~C! Responses of larvae to stationary gradients using the same colors and
contrasts as B. Stimuli are presented for 60 s. The fish swim towards the
side of the screen which is brighter for the targeted cone type. The response
is measured in the same manner as for the OMR, and expressed in terms
of OMI. The error bars show SEM ~n ! 36!.

phototaxis ~see Fig. 1A!, the response against the motion could be
due to phototaxis. To distinguish between phototaxis and OMR, we
took advantage of differences in response habituation. Larvae
habituate rapidly to phototactic stimuli, giving robust responses
initially, but giving no responses at all after just 10 min of testing.
By contrast, the OMR shows little habituation over more than an
hour of testing. This experiment confirmed a phototactic response
towards the bluer side of the screen ~Fig. 2C!. After 10 min of
testing, the short-wavelength responses have almost completely
disappeared, while the red and green responses remain. The reason
that the initial on response is weaker than the off response is that
fish swimming with the direction of motion are exposed to the
edge for longer than those swimming against it.
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We have shown that red and green cone inputs dominate the
OMR, but not how these cone inputs are combined. The different inputs could be pooled together, throwing out color information that could be extracted by comparing cone activations, or
all information, including color, could be retained. A different
experimental approach is required to distinguish between these
probabilities.
We used a motion-nulling paradigm that had previously been
used in human psychophysics ~Chichilnisky et al., 1993!. We
classify gratings according to the ratio of the red, green, and blue
cone contrasts, which we will call their ‘color index.’ If the grating
stimulates two cone types out of phase, then the contrasts will be
given opposite signs. Test gratings of different contrast, but with
the same color index, are shown to the fish, superimposed on a
fixed reference stimulus moving in the opposite direction ~Fig. 3A!.
When the test contrast is low, then the fish swim in the direction
of the reference grating, and when it is high, they follow the test
grating ~Fig. 3B!. At some intermediate contrast the fish show no
net movement, and the reference stimulus has been nulled. By
finding nulling contrasts for test gratings with different color
indices, we can find a set of gratings that have equivalent strength
of input to the OMR. By plotting them graphically we can map a
contour of equal OMR input strength in our three-dimensional
stimulus space.
Red and green cones feed into the OMR to a similar degree: an
18.3% contrast green cone grating is equivalent in strength to a
16% contrast red cone grating ~Fig. 3C!. However, to match this
strength with a blue0UV grating, a contrast of 66% is needed
~Figs. 3D & 3E!. This experiment uses near-threshold stimuli,
which, even though presented for a whole minute, must be repeated many times to measure a significant response. Therefore,
the practical contribution blue and UV cones make to the realworld OMR is negligible, as illustrated in Figure 1B. When red and
green cone gratings are combined, the relative phase of the two is
critical for the OMR ~Fig. 3C!. If the two gratings are in phase, the
resulting combination is a stronger stimulus than either grating
alone. However, when the gratings are combined out of phase, a
weaker stimulus is produced. In fact, a grating with equal amounts
of red and green cone contrast in opposite phase cannot reduce the
response to the reference stimulus, even at the highest contrast we
can show. In other words, for this stimulus set, OMR motion detection is colorblind. We conclude that red and green cone signals
are pooled at an early stage before processing for visual motion.
The shape of these contours suggests that a single channel,
consisting of pooled red and green cone signals, provides the
dominant input to the OMR. A previous study investigating the
response of adult zebrafish to a rotating striped drum illuminated
by monochromatic light have concluded that only the red cone
contributes to that response ~Krauss & Neumeyer, 2003!, and
therefore it is important for us to verify that we really see multiple
cone inputs in this system. We used two approaches to establish
this: ~1! differential adaptation of the cone inputs, and ~2! measurement of the relative cone inputs at isoluminance across a range
of stimulus parameters. If the stimuli were actually being sensed
by just one cone type, then any kind of adaptation would affect
responses to both red and green cone targeted stimuli in the same
way. We adapted fish to a very bright or a very dim screen for
1 min before presenting OMR stimuli of varying brightness
~Fig. 4A!. We then compared the response of the fish in the bright
and dim-adapted conditions. Unsurprisingly, the fish respond better to dim stimuli after adaptation to a dim screen, and better to
bright stimuli after adaptation to a bright screen.
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Fig. 2. Responses to on and off edges presented individually. On and off stimuli were presented for 60 s each. During each presentation
the edge moved across the screen, until it reached the far end. The screen then reset to its original color and the edge started moving
again. The process repeated at 0.125 Hz. The mean color and contrast of the edges was as in Fig. 1B. ~A! Plots of space against time
representing the on and off movies. The upper plot shows a white on movie moving to the right. The lower plot shows a white off movie
moving to the left. ~B! Responses to on and off edges in the first 5 min of testing. The graph shows the OMI of fish to on movies plotted
against the same fishes’ response to off movies. Red, green, and blue0UV cone isolating conditions are plotted as red, green, and blue
points. Error bars show SEM ~n " 12 tanks of 25–50 fish!. ~C! Responses to on and off edges after more than 10 min of testing. The
graph shows the OMI of fish to on movies plotted against the same fishes response to off movies. Red, green, and blue0UV
cone-isolating conditions are plotted as red, green, and blue points. Error bars show SEM ~n " 12 tanks of 25–50 fish!.

Fig. 3. Motion nulling identifies gratings with equivalent OMR input strength. ~A! Schematic of the stimuli used. A reference grating
with fixed contrast is superimposed on a test grating for which the contrast is varied. Each superimposed pair of stimuli are presented
for 60 s. Several test contrasts are tried, and the null point is interpolated from the two data points nearest to the x-axis. ~B! Example
of the contrast-response function for one color direction ~r:g:b0uv " 1:0:#3!. Error bars show SEM ~n $ 24 batches of 25–50 fish
each!. At zero contrast, the fish swim with the reference grating, as indicated by the positive OMI ~0.116.007; n " 227 tanks of 25–50
fish!. As the test contrast gets higher the fish eventually reverse direction, with the null point calculated at 13.3% red contrast, as
indicated by the arrow. ~C! Points that null the reference grating in the red and green cone contrast plane. Every point in graphs C–E
is derived from one experiment such as that shown in B. The distance of points from the origin reflects the contrast required to null
the reference stimulus for that color direction. In one direction tested ~r:g:b0uv " 1:#1:0, arrow!, it is not possible to reduce the
response to the reference grating with any test contrast, so no point is plotted for this direction. ~D! In the green and blue0UV plane
the contour is elongated along the blue axis. ~E! In the red and blue0UV plane the contour is elongated along the blue axis.
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Fig. 4. Experimental evidence for the contribution of two cone types to the OMR. ~A, B! Differential cone adaptation. ~A! Experimental
protocol: The optomotor response was tested after 1 min exposure to a bright screen ~the monitor’s green channel at full brightness,
55 cd0m 2 ! or a dim screen ~one-eighth brightness!. The optomotor response was tested using gratings isolating either red or green
cones. The mean brightness of the OMR stimuli was varied over an eight-fold range, but the contrast and mean color were held
constant. The response ~OMI! to a particular grating after adaptation to a dim screen was subtracted from the response to the same
grating after adaptation to a bright screen. ~B! This difference in OMI is plotted as a function of OMR stimulus brightness, for the red
~dashed line! and green ~filled line! cone-isolating stimuli. Error bars show SEM ~n " 33 batches of fish!. ~C, D! Relative red and green
cone inputs at different spatial and temporal frequencies. Experimental protocol is as in Fig. 3. The reference stimulus is always a 12%
contrast red cone-isolating grating, and the test stimuli are green cone-isolating gratings. Spatial and temporal frequency is varied for
both the reference and test stimulus. ~C! Ratio of red and green contrasts at the null point at different temporal frequencies. Spatial
frequency is 0.18 cycles0cm. Errors bars show SEM ~n ! 75 batches of fish!. ~D! Ratio of red and green contrasts at the null point
at different spatial frequencies. Temporal frequency is 0.93 Hz. Errors bars show SEM ~n ! 113 batches of fish!. *Two-tailed t-test,
P % 0.02. **P % 0.01.

In the adaptation experiment, stimuli of four different levels of
brightness were used. The gratings shown were either red or green
cone targeted. Figure 4B shows how the difference in response between the bright-adapted and dim-adapted conditions varies with
stimulus brightness. As described above, the difference is positive
for bright stimuli and negative for dim stimuli, for both red and
green cone targeted gratings. However, the point at which the two
curves cross the x-axis, that is, the point at which the response to the
stimulus is the same for the two adaptation conditions, is clearly
different. This can only be explained if the red and green cone gratings are really being detected by two separate cones.
The next experiment reinforces this observation in an intuitively simple way. If the red and green cone targeted stimuli that
we are using were in fact being seen by only one cone, then the
contrast required for a green cone targeted grating to null a red
cone targeted grating of fixed contrast should be the same for all
temporal and spatial frequencies. This is true for variations in
temporal frequencies. Figure 4C shows that the ratio of red and
green cone contributions at isoluminance does not vary significantly. However, this is not the case with changes in spatial
frequency. We found that the relative contribution of green cones
varied by up to 40% between different spatial frequencies ~Fig. 4D!,
with a peak at intermediate frequencies. This implies that the cone

inputs undergo some spatial filtering before they are pooled. Red
cone inputs to motion detection are spatially more broadly tuned
than green cone inputs.
This result has an interesting consequence for color and motion
detection. The ratio of cone inputs to motion detections is what
determines the slope of the contours shown in Figure 3C, and consequently which particular color direction will be invisible to the
fish. If a stimulus contains multiple spatial frequencies, then this
direction will be different for each component. Thus there will not
be one color direction for which the motion of the stimulus is
invisible.

Discussion
We have adapted a psychophysical approach, originally designed
to probe human motion processing, to the study of the OMR in
zebrafish larvae. The dominant input to the OMR comes through
red and green cones. These cones come in closely associated
pairs known as double cones ~Robinson et al., 1995!, which
form an orderly mosaic in the zebrafish retina with blue and
UV-sensitive cones. The magnitude of red and green cone contributions is similar, and both are much greater than the inputs
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of blue0UV cones. This result does not reflect differences in
maturity of the cones. First, other studies have found that contributions from shorter wavelength cones to the ERG b-wave
reach mature sensitivity faster than contributions from longer
wavelength cones ~Saszik et al., 1999!, and therefore, at 7 days
postfertilization blue and UV cones are well developed and
make functional connections. Second, we find that blue and0or
UV cones provide a strong input to larval phototaxis. When the
fish were shown whole-screen gradients using the same three
color directions as the OMR experiments, the fish always swam
towards the side of the screen which was brighter for the
targeted cone. Populations of ganglion cells project to at least
ten different brain areas in zebrafish ~Burrill & Easter, 1994!,
providing an anatomical substrate for this channeling of selected
features to different behaviors.
Why would two visual behaviors weight cone inputs in so
dramatically different a way? The larval optomotor response is
engaged by the apparent motion of the riverbed underneath the
fish, which is normally perceived due to the pattern of reflected
light ~Rock & Smith, 1986!. In our experiments, the fish swim to
cancel the visual motion caused by an illusory current. By contrast,
phototaxis is a response to direct light. Therefore, the different
cone inputs might reflect the fact that direct light is richer in short
wavelengths than reflected light ~Pichaud et al., 1999!. An ecological explanation that rests on properties of natural scenes is
especially appealing when you consider how very different organisms weight spectral information similarly. Fish cones form an
orderly mosaic and short-wavelength cones are present in roughly
equal numbers to double cone pairs. By contrast, S cones in
humans are found at relatively low density in most of the retina,
and not at all in the fovea. However, short-wavelength cones
provide weak contributions to motion processing in both fish and
primates, lower than red and green inputs by four- ~present study!
to ten-fold ~Seidemann et al., 1999!, respectively.
Motion processing was further dissected by presenting individual moving edges. Moving edges arguably represent a more natural
stimulus than a large-field drifting grating, and so it is important to
show that such a stimulus can elicit a strong OMR, and that the
cone contributions measured with moving edges are the same as
those measured with gratings. By using isolated edges, we can also
assess the relative contributions of on and off channels, an interesting question since we know that the neurons downstream of the
cones, the bipolar cells, can be divided into on and off subtypes. Of
course, bipolar cells do not carry exclusively on or off information,
but on and off channels have been shown to carry distinct information about the visual scene. For example, on and off pathways
convey different spectral information out of the retina ~Wheeler,
1979! and thus could contribute selectively to specific behaviors.
However, we found that on and off edges are equally well able to
elicit an OMR.
It is interesting to compare this result with studies of the adult
OMR in goldfish and zebrafish, which have found that the action
spectrum of the response resembles that of red cone opsin, and
concluded that only red cones contribute to the response ~Schaerer
& Neumeyer, 1996; Krauss & Neumeyer, 2003!. Our study, looking at the larval response, concludes that both red and green cones
contribute. We believe that our two experiments using differential
adaptation and looking at differences in cone contributions at
different spatial frequencies can only be explained by multiple
cone inputs. This could, of course, simply reflect a real difference
between larvae and adults, or between the experimental conditions
used to elicit the response. The adult OMR is a response to a
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rotating drum surrounding the fish, and the larval OMR in this
study is a response to drifting gratings presented from below.
However, it is also likely to reflect a difference in the methods used
to quantify cone input. The motion-nulling technique we use
compares the contrast sensitivities of different cone inputs at a
brightness well above threshold. Two cones with similar contributions measured in this way could still nonetheless have very
different threshold sensitivities. Red cone sensitivity increases
dramatically as the fish mature ~Saszik et al., 1999! and may
therefore come to dominate the action spectrum of the adult
response.
We have compared the strength of various different gratings
using a motion-nulling technique. This allows us to test the relative
strength of gratings across a range of stimulus parameters. Importantly, since the technique involves finding stimuli to which the
fish show no response, the results are largely independent of how
well the fish can swim. This last point is important, because we can
use these methods to probe visual processing even in mutants with
mild swimming impairments. We find that a moving grating
composed of alternating red and green stripes, which activates the
red and green cones equally, but out of phase with each other,
provides no input to the OMR ~Fig. 3C!. On the other hand, a
grating with the same predicted red and green cone contrasts in
phase ~i.e. with red and green stripes superimposed! elicits a strong
OMR. This finding shows that the response is, under these conditions, red0green colorblind. Moreover, the OMR to a red and a
green cone grating superimposed in phase is greater than the
response to either grating alone. This suggests that the two cone
inputs are pooled into a single ‘luminance’ channel before motion
detection. At what stage this pooling takes place is not clear. Red
and green cones in the adult fish form closely associated double
cones, which may indicate direct cone–cone connections. However, this double cone morphology is not apparent at the 7-day-old
larval stage ~Branchek & Bremiller, 1984!.
How does this compare to motion detection in humans, whose
red and green photopigments evolved independently from those in
fish ~Nathans et al., 1986; Yokoyama & Radlwimmer, 2001!?
There have been decades of debate over the contribution of
chromatic inputs to motion perception in primates ~Zeki, 1977;
Ramachandran & Gregory, 1978; Livingstone & Hubel, 1988;
Cavanagh & Anstis, 1991; Hawken et al., 1994; Dougherty et al.,
1999!. Humans report that moving patterns of isoluminant red and
green stripes appear to stand still. However, further studies have
demonstrated that humans are able to detect motion of purely
chromatic stimuli. Differences in the magnitude and parameters of
the responses to luminance and chromatic stimuli have led to
speculation that they are detected by different mechanisms, for
example first- and third-order motion systems, respectively ~Lu
et al., 1999!. Inputs to the fish OMR described here resemble the
human first-order motion system. In a previous study ~Orger et al.,
2000!, zebrafish larvae have also been shown to see second-order
motion ~which is devoid of luminance-modulated motion!, but
when they were shown a stimulus in which first-order luminance
cues and third-order feature cues competed ~Hammett et al., 1993!,
first-order cues clearly dominated the response.
In fish, just as in primates, when probed with a greater range of
stimuli, the relationship between color and motion deviates from
the simplified pictures of segregated streams. We show that the
relative contribution of red and green cones varies with spatial
frequency indicating that those inputs are spatially filtered before
being pooled for motion detection. Changing the temporal frequency does not appear to affect the cone weights, perhaps because
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temporal frequency sensitivity is limited by events within the
photoreceptors ~Baylor, 1996!, whereas spatial-frequency processing must depend on integration, and hence filtering, by downstream cells in the inner retina or beyond. Since most natural
stimuli, such as edges, contain a range of spatial frequencies, it is
unlikely that many moving stimuli, outside the laboratory, will be
completely invisible to the fish. Perhaps this and the relative
simplicity of using a single channel for motion processing outweigh any disadvantage the fish may face by not being able to see
some chromatic motion patterns. It will be an exciting challenge in
the future to investigate the neural basis for these phenomena,
using the many tools for genetic, physiological, and developmental
analysis that have been developed in zebrafish ~Gahtan & Baier,
2004!.
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